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Remade with Hope 

Remade With Hope (RWH) is a social enterprise which de-brands unsold and returned 
clothing and homeware products from high street retailers, and donates anything it can’t sell 
to charitable causes. Together with its charitable arm, Rebuild with Hope, RWH runs 
workshops in a number of prisons, and offers employment opportunities after release. While 
Styal were in negotiations to open a RWH workshop there, the idea of setting a pop-up shop 
selling items to staff came about. The shop opens every two months, and operates out of the 
Clink restaurant (just outside the jail). Staff can purchase items from the shop at a 75% 
reduction – and the company donates 10% of proceeds back to the jail to invest in staff 
recognition. 
Take up has been “astonishing”, with long queues forming, and staff coming in on their rest 
days to take part, many of them accompanied by family members. It took £3k on its first day, 
and £5k on the second time it opened. 

At the time of writing (July 2022), the prison had held two sales, with plans to run them bi-
monthly thereafter. 

The sales are incredibly popular with staff, and provide a real “feelgood” experience to 
everyone involved, as well as saving them a good deal of money. Feedback as well as take 
up has been really positive. 

We are not sure if similar initiatives are running in other establishments, but it is certainly the 
only prison in the women’s estate with the scheme in place.  

This sort of initiative could be run anywhere across the estate, and we feel confident it would 
be equally welcomed by staff in every prison.  

It’s free and there are no particular requirements, other than a relationship with RWH or, 
potentially, directly with a local retailer.  

Contact: Maria Hughes, Community Engagement Lead, maria.hughes@justice.gov.uk   
See also: www.remadewithhope.com [website] 
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